Matrix type controlled release systems: I. Effect of percolation on drug dissolution kinetics.
Matrix type controlled release tablets were prepared by compression of binary mixtures of a soluble brittle model drug (caffeine) and a plastic matrix substance (ethyl cellulose). The drug content of the tablets was varied from 10% to 100% (weight/weight) and the drug dissolution from one flat side of the tablets was studied. By means of percolation theory the release kinetics could be explained over the whole range of drug loadings. For low drug concentrations up to the lower percolation threshold the release was incomplete because most of the drug was encapsulated by the matrix substance. For drug loadings between the lower and the upper percolation threshold the release was matrix-controlled. For high drug loadings a change to zero order dissolution kinetics was observed. Close to the percolation threshold the diffusion coefficient obeys a scaling law, from which a simple equation to estimate the value of the lower percolation threshold was derived and applied to the measured dissolution data. The critical porosity (lower percolation threshold) was found to be 0.35, corresponding to a drug content of about 28% (weight/weight).